A New Universal Follicular Unit Excision Classification System for Hair Transplantation Difficulty and Patient Outcome
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Introduction: The difficulty of the follicular unit excision (FUE) hair transplantation procedure is currently attributed to hair curliness and subsurface angulation. Patients possessing the curliest hair shafts are considered the most challenging. Consequently, patients with these features are often denied FUE. However, this practice does not consider intrapatient variation in the graft attrition rate and the rates themselves, which are frequently low in very curly hair where the skin firmness/thickness is average. To better aid practitioners in predicting FUE performance, we have developed a new scoring system (the Sanusi FUE Score Scale [SFS Scale]) based on two major donor variables (hair and skin characteristics).

Material and Method: The scale assigns scores to each of three hair subtypes (straight-wavy, curly, and coily-kinky) and each of three skin subtypes (thick/firm, soft/thin, and medium thickness/firmness). The scores were weighted based on the assessment of 13 experienced FUE practitioners from around the globe, who were asked to score each of the three skin and hair characteristics for their contribution to FUE difficulty.

Results: On the contribution of skin characteristics to FUE difficulty, 12/13 (92%) practitioners assigned the highest (most difficult) score to thick/firm skin, with medium skin thickness/firmness being the least challenging. The same percentage of practitioners gave the highest difficulty score to coiled-kinky hair subtypes regarding the contribution of hair characteristics to FUE difficulty. All agreed that straight-wavy hair presents the least challenge to FUE performance. Tallying the scores of the skin and hair variables generates a final score range of 2–9, which is associated with five grades/classes of challenge in the FUE procedure, influencing the need for a specialized skill/nuanced approach or equipment.

Conclusion: We developed a universal FUE donor scoring scale that accounts for the diversity of human hair and skin types. Further evaluation to determine the validity of this new classification system in predicting and grading FUE difficulty and patient outcomes is warranted.
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Plain Language Summary
A classification system is absent for predicting or grading the difficulty level of the follicular unit excision (FUE) method of hair transplantation. Practitioners have often resorted to informally qualifying candidates as either curly, Afro (difficult), or non-curly, non-Afro (easy). We developed a presurgical FUE donor scoring scale to aid in predicting FUE difficulty with implications for patient outcomes.

Introduction
The difficulty of follicular unit excision (FUE), formerly called follicular unit extraction, poses varying levels of difficulty to hair transplant practitioners.1 This difficulty has traditionally been attributed to the degree of hair curliness. As a result, difficult FUE hair transplant donor zones exhibiting curlier hairs (eg, African hair type and body hair) are considered the most challenging to transplant.1–6 In the early days of FUE, a surgical scoring scale (the FOX test) required test extractions of 5–10 grafts using punches restricted to superficial dermal depths. Based on the biopsy of extracted grafts, a score of 1–5 was assigned. A score of 1 was given when all of the follicular units were extracted intact; a score of 2 reflected grafts that were extracted with most of the anatomy intact but with significant loss of the surrounding fat around the lower part of the follicle or some degree of amputation (<20%) of the lower portion of the follicle. Only patients with FOX 1–2 scores were recommended for FUE.7

The main factors considered relevant to the variability in graft attrition using the FUE tools of that era were the hair caliber and dermal characteristics. Nevertheless, FUE practitioners have subsequently come to associate challenging FUE donors with hair curliness,1 especially in patients of African descent.2–6 However, the following observations support that the viscoelastic character of the skin (with firmness and thickness as proxies) is a significant contributor to FUE difficulty and graft attrition rate.

1. Intrapatient variation in the graft attrition rate occurs in the same individual during graft extraction from the mid-posterior occipital zone compared to the mid-parietal areas, even though the hair caliber, angulation, and shape remain unchanged and the operator is using the same device.7–9
2. The graft attrition rate is minimal in patients of African descent with very curly hair—those with relatively average skin thickness and firmness.
3. Graft attrition rates are very high in those with somewhat thicker, firmer scalp skin even when their hair shafts are less curly.8
4. Certain patients with straight hair have very high transection rates because of skin characteristics.7,8

To date, no standard scoring scale predicts scalp FUE difficulty or performance; instead, scalp FUE is commonly classified as either Afro or non-Afro2–6 based on the assumption that Afro hair connotes increased curliness and difficulty. The result is that many patients of African descent are often denied FUE and are typically considered to have a FOX score of 4 (surrounding fat avulsed with a significant number of distal follicles amputated) or 5 (damage in virtually all of the grafts) without further evaluation.

We propose a new pre-surgical FUE donor classification system that considers both the curliness of the follicular unit and the skin characteristics in grading or predicting FUE difficulty. The Sanusi FUE Score Scale (SFS Scale) recognizes the mixture of skin and hair traits in the diversity of human scalps and their varying level of influence on FUE performance. Thus, the SFS scale potentially serves as a universal scoring system by assigning scores to recognizable skin and hair traits/parameters, each of which variably contributes to the FUE difficulty level.

Materials and Methods
Ethics Statements
All procedures performed were in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (as was revised in 2013). Institutional Review Board approval was not required as this report was not a prospective or systematic investigation of FUE treatment but describes general principles for routine FUE practice. All FUE patients provided written informed consent, including consent for publication, as part of receiving their clinical treatment.
The Sanusi FUE Scale

The SFS Scale assigns a difficulty score to each of the three skin subtypes (Thick/firm, soft/thin, and medium) and another to each of the three hair subtypes (straight-wavy; curly, and coily-kinky). To determine the weight of each of the variables (score) in its contribution to FUE difficulty relative to its counterparts of the same group (skin or hair type), a questionnaire (Supplemental Table 1) was given to 13 experienced FUE practitioners. The practitioners were asked to assign a score of 1–6 per variable, indicating their opinion on the degree to which that variable (hair or skin subtypes) contributes to FUE difficulty relative to the other variables in its group. The 13 FUE practitioners were drawn from across the globe. On the contribution of skin characteristics to FUE difficulty (Supplemental Table 1), 12/13 (92%) assigned the highest score to thick-firm skin. Soft-thin skin received the highest or second-highest score (11/13 [85%]). Therefore, the SFS scale assigned skin donor scores (Table 1) in the order of difficulty starting with thick/firm skin as the highest contributor, followed by soft/thin friable skin. Medium skin thickness/firmness was assigned the lowest score in the SFS based on a consensus from the survey that found it to be the least challenging FUE skin donor (Supplemental Table 1).

On hair type contribution to FUE difficulty (Supplemental Table 1); 12/13 (92%) gave the highest difficulty score to coiled-kinky hair shape (type 4). In contrast, all practitioners gave the second-highest difficulty score to the curly hair shape (type 3). The consensus was that straight-wavy hairs (types 1 and 2) present the least challenge in FUE. Thus the SFS assigned the highest score to coily-kinky hair, the second highest to the curly hair, and the least to the straight-wavy hair subtype (Table 1).

Based on the above results, a 2-tiered SFS Scale was constructed by first assigning a score of between 1 and 6 to each of the three subtypes of skin and hair (Table 1). The scores were weighted consistent with the trend established by the 13 FUE practitioner responses (Supplemental Table 1). To finally grade the donor area, the score chosen for the skin subtype (x) is added to that of the hair subtype (y) - Table 1. The total score is classified/graded and interpreted using Table 2, with a higher total score (range, 2–9) reflecting a more challenging FUE procedure.

Scalp Skin Firmness/Thickness Assessment

- Thick/firm: Exhibits one or more of the following (Figure 1; Patients 1–4):· Hair bunching/bouquet hair (Figures 1 and 2).
- · Pitting or hooing of the hair exit points (Figures 1, 2, and 3).
- · Turgid, hard to pinch.
- · Peau d’orange appearance (Figures 2 and 3).
- · Slippery Surface (Tendency of punch to slip or bounce off the scalp skin surface).
- · Acne keloidalis nuchae (Figure 3).

Table 1 Donor Skin and Hair Type Scoring

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skin and Hair Parameters</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Score Selection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Skin Parameter</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thick/ firm</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft/thin</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium firmness/thickness</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hair Parameter</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straight-wavy (types 1 and 2a, b, and c)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curly (types 3a, b, and c)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coiled-kinky (types 4a, 4b, and 4c)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Score (SFS)</strong></td>
<td>x+y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** SFS, Sanusi FUE Score; FUE, follicular unit excision.
Resistance to punch penetration.

- Resistance to penetration of a hypodermic needle (27 gauge or less), eg, during local anesthesia injection (Figure 4).

- Soft/thin: Does not meet criteria for thick/firm skin, and exhibits two or more of the following: (Figure 5; Patient 5):
  - Punch penetration is easy with little to no resistance and a tendency to tear the top layer.
  - Tendency for decapping.
  - Very lax, folds easy when pinching.
  - Very thin/fine hair caliber ± high hair density (Figure 6).

- Medium thickness/firmness: Does not meet criteria for either thick/firm or soft/thin scalp skin. These features are typically encountered in most FUE cases (Figures 6 and 7; patients 6–8):
  - Average pinch response.
  - Average punch penetration.

### Table 2 Interpretation of the Sanusi FUE Score Scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SFS Grade/Class</th>
<th>FUE Challenge if the Procedure is Not Nuanced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2–3</td>
<td>I: No difficulty; very low graft attrition rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>II: Low-to-moderate difficulty; low-moderate graft attrition rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5–6</td>
<td>III: Moderate difficulty; susceptible to decapping of the graft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7–8 (7a)*</td>
<td>IV: Moderate-to-high difficulty; moderate-high graft attrition rate (often in North African or Middle Eastern descent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>V: High difficulty; high-very high graft attrition rate (typically African descent)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *7a: A combination of very soft skin and tightly curled/kinky hair shafts (rare in nature).

**Abbreviations:** SFS, Sanusi FUE Score; FUE, follicular unit excision.

---

- Figure 1 Example of thick/firm scalp. Patient 1 - a male patient of African descent. Right posterior oblique view of the scalp: Thick firm scalp manifesting (A) closer up view showing hair bunching/bouquet hair (yellow arrows), with hooding of hair exit points (blue arrows) (B).
Hair Type

Three broad subdivisions of hair shapes were used based on groupings from the widely used hair type chart (Figure 8).

- Straight-wavy hair (types 1 and 2): Hair is either straight or wavy (Figures 6, 7A, 9, and 10; Patients 6, 7 and 9), and hairs in any given anatomic portion of the scalp donor (parietal or occipital zones) follow a single pattern of hair angulation and direction that is obvious upon close shaving to 2–5 mm (Figures 6, 8 and 10B). Follicular units pursue a straight course into the skin (Figures 8 and 11).

- Curly hair (type 3): Surface hair is gently curled (Figures 8 and 12 - Patient 10). There is a clear pattern in hair direction or angulation upon shaving to 2–5 mm; the waves may show variations in general directions of groups of hairs, with minimal or no individual hair direction asynchrony (Figures 8 and 13A). Follicular units pursue a straight or very gentle curve into the skin (Figures 8 and 13B).

- Coiled-kinky hair (type 4): Surface hair grown long is substantially curly (Figures 8, 14A and B; Patient 11, and 2). There is no clear pattern of hair direction or angulation in any significant section of the scalp upon shaving to 2–5 mm (Figures 2 and 8); there is a high degree of individual hair direction asynchrony (ie, chaos in hair direction). Upon shaving to 2–5 mm, the hair tip may exit the skin at an acute angle, or abut the skin or indent the skin (Figures 2 and 8). Follicular units pursue a curved course into the skin (Figures 8, 15A and B).

Of note, in many patients, the nape area, when compared with the rest of the scalp, typically show fewer curly hairs, more synchrony in the direction of flow upon shaving (Figure 16A), and grafts that pursue a straighter course into the skin. (Figure 16B).
Figure 3 Example of thick/firm scalp. Patient 3 male patients of African descent. Posterior view of the scalp. Manifests features of thick-firm scalp with peau d’Orange surface and acne keloidalis nuchae – like papules in the nape area (A): close up view of a thick firm scalp showing a peau d’Orange surface with recessed (pitted) hair exit points (orange arrows) (B).

Figure 4 Example of thick/firm scalp. Patient 4 male patients of African descent. Left posterior oblique view showing thick firm scalp manifested by difficulty in penetrating scalp with a 27-gauge hypodermic needle that is bent during anesthesia injection.
Figure 5 Example of soft/thin scalps. Top view of patient 5 (man of North European descent) possessing soft/thin scalp, showing fine hair (A). Posterior view of patient 5, after shaving in preparation for FUE, manifesting high hair density (B).

Figure 6 Close-up view of the right parietal scalp after shaving depicting medium thickness-firmness scalps with straight hair types. Patient #6 - Hispanic (A); patient #7 European descent (B): Both show an absence of bunched/bouquet hair, pea d’Orange, and pitting/hooding. Also shows uniform hair direction/flow.

Figure 7 Examples of medium thickness/firmness scalps. Right posterior oblique view of patient 6 (Hispanic man) with medium scalp thickness/firmness (A). Posterior view of patient 8 (woman of African descent) with medium scalp thickness/firmness and curly hair (B).
Figure 8 Drawing showing the different hair types by long hair shafts (row A), the subcutaneous shapes of follicular units (row B), and appearance from the surface after shaving to 2–3 mm (row C).
Results
When individual scores are computed using the SFS Scale (Table 1), the difficulty and challenges posed by the FUE donor can be better established (Table 2). Five classes or grades emerged from an ascending score. The least challenging FUE scenario was an SFS score of 2 or 3 (SFS Class I), achieved when straight/wavy or gently curled hair combines with medium skin thickness/firmness. An SFS Scale score of 4 (SFS Class II) includes a combination of coiled-kinky hair with medium-thick/firm skin to indicate a low-to-moderate FUE difficulty. An SFS Scale score of 5 or 6 (SFS Class III) represents a combination of either straight/wavy hair or gently curled hair with soft/thin skin, suggesting a moderate challenge to FUE due to an increased tendency for decapping and transection of grafts. An SFS Scale score of 7 or 8 (SFS Class IV) includes either straight/wavy hair or gently curled hair with a thick/firm scalp skin, indicating a moderate-to-high FUE challenge, with a subvariant score (7a) that combines soft, thin skin with coiled-kinky hair that is considered an atypical combination. Finally, the highest score of 9 (SFS Class V) includes coiled-kinky hair and a thick/firm scalp, which predicts the highest FUE challenge, resulting in very high graft attrition rates unless specialized equipment or skillsets are implemented.

Figure 9 Examples of medium thickness/firmness and straight hair type. The right scalp of patient 7 (Caucasian man) with medium scalp thickness/firmness before his head shaving showing straight hair.

Figure 10 Photographs of patient 9 showing the back of his head before shaving (A) and after shaving, which shows thick, uniform hair flow (B).
Discussion

Evolutionary changes in human hair and skin phenotypes have occurred over hundreds of thousands of years, primarily to enable adaptations to local geographic environments. Thus, specific racial groups/geographic demographics appear to have a preponderance of particular hair types. For example, Africans have the curliest hair, Northern Europeans have straight thin hair, and Asians have straight, thick hair. For skin phenotypes, Africans generally have the firmest and thickest dermis, whereas Northern Europeans have the softest/thinnest dermis. These adaptations have occurred primarily to temperature and ultraviolet exposure levels. If humans had remained isolated in the regions in which they evolved, a classification system based on race and geographic location would have seemed rational. However, given that the history of human population dynamics involved constant movement and intermingling of genes as the norm.
rather than the exception, it is not surprising that the mixing of hair and skin traits has taken on a mixed dimension.\textsuperscript{10,11} Even societies presently perceived as “homogeneous” result from the complete blending of a diversity of phenotypic traits that were once disparate in the past. As humans have become increasingly mobile thanks to advancements in travel technology of the past 200 years, this level and rate of admixing have significantly increased.

Studies have shown that race correlates with structural changes in the stratum corneum of the epidermis, and the dermis could affect FUE dynamics. For instance, the finding that African skin, on average, possesses a more compact stratum corneum than Caucasian skin,\textsuperscript{12–14} may have implications on the amount of resistance to the skin-piercing power of the FUE punch, as well as its ability to penetrate the skin rather than bounce off a more slippery surface. This finding is consistent with our histological analysis of transected graft elements of a patient of African descent (Patient #13) who had a lower transection rate in FUE performed in the mid-occipital zone compared with transection rates in the parietal
area that resulted from the same practitioner using the same instrumentation and technique. The histology showed that the epidermal component of the transected graft debris in the parietal area was twice as thick as the epidermis of the transected graft in the occipital zone. Additionally, the epidermis in the parietal region showed more compact orthokeratosi in the stratum corneum than in the occipital zone (Figure 17A and B).

In the dermis, studies have shown that facial dermal tissue is thicker in Africans than in Caucasians.\textsuperscript{15,16} The papillary dermis of Africans is not as clearly delineated from the reticular dermis; it possesses smaller but more closely packed, better-aligned collagen fibers; the interstices contain more widespread glycoprotein ground substance and show the presence of collagen fiber fragments interspersing the ground substance throughout the dermis compared to white skin. In addition, there is less elastic tissue anchoring the hair follicles. However, black skin has more oxytalan and elaunin, specifically on the scalp. This has led to speculation that the collagen-ground substance interaction is likely a significant

\textbf{Figure 15} Grafts derived from patient 11 show varying curliness degrees (no straight grafts are seen) (A). Grafts derived from patient 2 are all curled or tightly curled (B).

\textbf{Figure 16} Photograph of the back of the head of patient 12 (African descent) showing short hair with directional synchrony in the nape area (A). The grafts are straight (B).
factor explaining the higher firmness/turgor of black skin relative to white skin, with implications for FUE punch dynamics. These findings correlate well with anecdotal scalp biopsy observations of a preponderance of thicker dermal sheaths surrounding hair follicles and less elastic fibers in patients that are more likely to have higher FUE graft transection rates when compared to those with lower transection rates. This is consistent with histological findings of transected graft debris of patient #13, whose FUE in the parietal zone had a higher transection rate, with a significantly thicker perifollicular fibroblast sheath than the occipital zone grafts (Figure 18A and B). The importance of dermal fibroblasts in influencing structures of the epidermis and hair follicles has been established. Thus, the correlation between perifollicular and dermal fibroblasts and FUE difficulty via the effect of hair curliness and epidermal characteristics may be areas worth studying in the future.

Generally, the curlier a hair shaft is, the more it is associated with a firmer/thicker skin. Conversely, straighter hairs are associated with thin-to-medium skin thickness and firmness. Although many skin and hair types have initially evolved in different parts of the world as an adaptive measure to protect the individual against environmental factors (eg, sun exposure, temperature), hybridizations from migration over thousands of years have caused heterogeneity from the mixing of these characteristics and traits. The result is the presentation of hair and skin phenotypes that may no longer reflect particular geographic localizations or ethnic stereotypes. Our scoring system accounts for this. For example, patient #8 (Figure 4B), although of African descent, combined a coily hair (SFS 1) that is typical of African heritage with a medium thickness/firmness (SFS 3) scalp skin that is typically associated with other Caucasian/Asian demographics. Consequently, instead of being classified by tradition into “challenging FUE,” a total SFS score of 4 (SFS Class II) more objectively predicts a low to moderate FUE difficulty. In contrast, Patient #1, another African American with coily hair

Figure 17 Hematoxylin and eosin stain (×10 magnification) of the scalp of patient 13 (African descent) showing normal orthokeratosis in the occipital area (A) compared with compact orthokeratosis of a thicker epidermis in the parietal scalp (B).

Figure 18 Hematoxylin and eosin stain (×10 magnification) of the scalp of patient 13 (African descent) showing perifollicular fibroblast arrangement in the occipital area, which is thin (A), compared with a thicker appearance in the parietal region (B).
(SFS 3) and Thick/frim scalp (SFS 6), returns a total SFS score of 9 (SFS Class V), predicting high FUE difficulty, which calls for the use of specialized techniques and skills.

Additionally, the SFS scoring is adaptable to the observation by many FUE practitioners of variations in scalp skin characteristics between genders and changes that occur with age, whereby the skin in the lower scalp areas becomes softer with age. Consequently, the SFS Classification of the individual may change with time.

Another source of validation for recognizing both hair curliness and skin characteristics in assessing FUE performance is FUE instrumentation. Previously, FUE device designs did not consider the contribution of skin characteristics and performed inconsistently across varying FUE scenarios (eg, various degrees of hair curliness, race, body, and head hair locations). Some devices perform excellently in one type of harvest but not in others. Therefore, practitioners often acquire various devices hoping that one of them might suit the diversity of patients they encounter since no single device suits all situations. Relatively, some practitioners have advocated specialized skills for using conventional FUE tools to address some challenging FUE scenarios. We recently published details of a single FUE device employing a single punch design and punch driver that performed across all FUE scenarios based on its ability to compensate for subsurface hair shaft curl variations and its adaptability to changing skin thickness and firmness.

Although our proposed scoring scale specifically applies to scalp FUE procedures, it may apply to beard and body hair FUE. The SFS classification system for FUE difficulty awaits validation, including its ability to predict patient outcomes.

**Conclusions**
In summary we developed a universal FUE donor scoring scale that accounts for the diversity of human hair and skin types. Further evaluation to determine the validity of this new classification system in predicting and grading FUE difficulty and patient outcomes is warranted.
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